Together,we can
make 1itis world awhole lot safer.
Today, you help him through life's little
hurts. Just as you did with his mom when
she was growing up.
Now, you can help him to be free offear
from one of life's big hurts by giving
generously to the Canadian Cancer Society
in your Will.
It's simple and easy. But the results are

I

heartwarminglyeffective.
Strides are being made in the fight
against cancer, and your bequest will
ensure that important but expensive
research will be maintained.
Please make that bequest today. With
your Will and our way ... together we can
make their world a whole lot safer.
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According to records of the Canadian Climate Centre of Environment Canada 1982
was overall a cold year; temperatures were
below normal in virtually all of the country.
It was also a dull year, with more of the
country wet than dry.
The year was not all gloomy, however,
a mple amounts of rain and sunshine contributed to record grain production on the
Prairies and bountiful fruit and vegetable
harvests in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritimes. An end of year mild spell in Eastern
Canada lessened the demand for heating fuels
and delayed th e inevitable start of winter.
The Canadian Climate Centre uses data
collected by an army of weather observers
across Canada, ma ny of whom are volunteers. These observers take daily measurements, often in their own backyards, of
temperature, precipitation etc. These measurements are recorded, archived and used to
develop 3D-year climate normals for thousands of Canadian locations. Some of the
more significant weather events recorded in
1982 were:
I. Much of Canada experienced its severest winter in many years. Record low
temperatures were set in many localities. The
space heating requirements in most population centres in British Columbia, Alberta and
eastern Canada were four to eight percent
above normal. Weekends in January were
particularly cold a nd stormy in southern
Onta rio and Quebec and in the Maritimes.
2. In February, a series of intense storms
lashed the Maritimes with strong winds, snow
a nd freezing rain. On February 14 a nd 15 a
storm battered the Atlantic provinces with
winds in excess of 100 km/ h and high seas
above 20 metres. During this storm, the
world's largest oil rig, the Ocean Ranger,
sank with a loss of 84 lives.
Another storm which struck on February
21 and 22 caused near-zero visibility and
deep snowdrifts and isolated parts of Prince
Edward Island for almost a week.
3. In mid-April. heavy rains a nd fastmelting snow spelled disaster to the Eastern
Townships and the Beauce region of Quebec.
Flooding in the area was the worst in 42
years, and in Sherbrooke alone da mage to
the central business area ran to about $4
million.
4. A late spring snowstorm battered southern Alberta and Saska tchewan on May 29
a nd 30. Strong winds whipped up to 60 centimetres of snow into drifts which were 2
metres deep in some places. Thousands of
people were without power for up to 12 hours.
Several highways were blocked, campers
stra nded, and many newborn calves died.
5. June brought record high temperatures

Continued page 27
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ICING
A Photo Feature

The photographs on these pages illustrate a
meteorological phenomenon, namely icing,
dreaded by all who have to deal with it. In
many parts of Canada. particular'ly the eastern half. what motorISt has not had to contend with treacherous road s covered by a
slick of "black icc" due to freezing rain, The
enchanting crystal quality of ice encrusted
trees so frequently seen in the bright cold
sunshine 01 the day lollowing the storm has
also earned it the old fashioned name of
"silver thaw", Besides freezing rain or'freezing
drink. icing also results from the accretion

Pho(o ~ CO Url c:-:y

of wet snow. and in clouds of super'Cooled
water droplets (i.e. liquid water droplets
which exist a t temperatures below freezing),
Depending on the temperature range. incloud icing can be of two types; (a) glaze. a
clear layer of ice formed by large droplets at
near freezing temperatures which spread over
a surface before they freeze. a nd (b) rime. a
porous opaque layer formed by small droplets at much colder temperatures which freeze
instantaneously upon contact with surfaces
such as aircraft wings. hydro-electric towers
a nd wires.

The picture on the facing page illustrates
gla7c which has been pushed away from a
fence by the wind as temperatures ro se above
fr'ccling. The almost unrecogni za ble tree,
below left . is entirely covered by a heavy
la yer of glalC ice, Below. right. a hydroelectric tra nsmission tower in Quebec has
been crumpled by the weight of icc, Measurements of ice loading on hydro-electric
transmission lines have been made and thicknesses 01'20 to 23 em of icc around conductors
arc not uncommon , A majo r line failure
which occurred in the Gaspe Peninsula
(Quebec) during the winter of 1956 was th e
re sult of ice accumul ations up to 33 em in
thickness.
Icing conditions occur in any country
which e-xpericnces sub-freezing winter temperatures and is also exposed to winds laden
with moisture (wm ocean so urces, Damage
due to severe icing has been reported from
parts of the wodd as diverse as California.
France. Spain , Norway and Russi a.

Envi ro nment Canada

5

AlMOSPHERE-OCEAN

The scientific journal of international meteorological and
oceanographic research. Quarterly publication plus a special
Congress issue.

CMOS NEWSLEITER

Keeps you in touch with the activities of the Canadian
Meteorological and Oceanographic Society. Six times per year.

THE WEATHER BOOK by Ralph Hardy.
Peter Wright. John Gribbin. John Kington.
John Wiley & Sons Canada Ltd. Toronto.
/982.224 pages. Hardcover. $29.95
Perhaps this book should be called The
Weath er Book to distinguish it from another
by the same name which was written by a
different author and published in 1980. The
Weath er Book is a delight in every way
(except perhaps the price). Technically, it has
been beautifully produced and edited, with
clear and varied illustrations on every page,
most of them in colour.
A reading of the contents of the book, for
example the fundamental forces governing
global weather patterns, the seasons, atmospheric composition, the Earth's radiation
balance, fronts and frontal systems, might
lead to the conclusion that here is another of
those dull tomes full of incomprehensible
graphs, charts and equations. Nothing could
be further from the truth. What it in fact
contains is a lively presentation of what
makes weather, its effect upon us, and its
interaction with the world around us. To
illustrate and amplify the chapter dealing with
natural phenomena, there are pictures of
things such as the prints of hailstones fossilized in shale dating from 160 million years
ago, and lightning explosively striking the
sea surface. A number of fascinating old
prints have also been included, one of which
(reproduced here) shows the effects of a violent hailstorm in Saxony, Germany, in AD
837 which killed several people.
In the words of Nigel Calder, who wrote
the foreword, "the invitation from the authorexperts of this book is to a keener awareness
of the daily drama in which all of us participate willy-nilly. They explain basic principles
and tour the boundaries of present und erstanding ..." A highly recommended book for
the general reader. Worth it just for the pictures alone.
6
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CLIMATOLOGICAL BULLETIN

Climatological research and news. Twice yearly.

These publications are all available from CMOS/SCMO, Suite 805,
151 Slater St., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. KIP 5H3. AtmosphereOcean and the Newsletter are included with membership in the
Society (write for details). The Climatological Bulletin subscription
rate is $10 per year.

A Complete Meteorological
Consulting Service
with offices in Toronto, Calgary and Winnipeg
Real time forecasting on all scales
for all areas of North America
• Micro and Meso Meteorological Studies
• Climatology
• Air Pollution Meteorology
• Agro Meteorology
• Instrumentation
For additional information contact
Meteorological and Environmental Planning Ltd.
850 Magnetic Drive Downsview Ontario M3J 2C4
Phone (416) 661-5960 Telex 065-24747

ENERGY BRIEF
The close, two-way relationship between energy and the environment
makes it imperative that environmental capabilities andfactors be given
full consideration from the start in selecting and developing energy
sources and technologies.

In the fall of 1980 the Department of the
Environment presented a brief to the Parliamentary Special Committee on Alternative
Energy and Oil Substitution (Mr. Thomas
H. Lefebvre. Chairman). This brief was well
received and its contents were reflected in the
Committee's final report.
The purpose of the brief was to communicate to the Committee the Department's
views on a range of considerations having to
do with energy. The compilation of the brief
involved the participation of many elements
of the Department, and ultimately it amounted to a compendium of information and data
that is not ordinarily undertaken. It was published in 1982 and what follows is an abridged
version dealing with those elements judged to
be of most interest to the readers of Chinook.
The complete version is available from the
Minister of Supply and Services, under catalogue number En-21-35/1982E.
Given the pervasiveness of energy use in
our industrial economy, it should be apparent
that it is very difficult to identify optimum
mixes of energy supplies and that there are
no obvious solutions. It is also hoped that the
reader will appreciate the need to evaluate
environmental effects as a critically important
part of the task of designing least-cost energy
supply systems.
The brief demonstrates that the one energy
"source" that can be encouraged without fear
of hidden side effects is conservation. Clearly,
the use of energy is at the root of many
environmental concerns and using less energy
to provide the same level of service is almost
always environmentally beneficial.

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
- A PERSPECTIVE
Energy and the environment interact with
each other in several ways. First, components
of the natural environment provide energy,
not only in the form of wind and solar energy,
but also in the form of forest biomass and
hydraulic power. Such sources of energy are
thought of as renewable and are therefore
particularly appropriate replacements for
finite energy sources such as fossil fuels.
Canada's rich endowment of renewable
resources offers substantial potential for
meeting future energy needs .
While the assimilative capacity (capacity
to absorb pollutants) of the environment up
to a certain stress level is recognized, beyond
this level the exploitation and use of both
renewable and non renewable energy resources can generate lrreversible and adverse
environmental impacts. Some of the impacts
are quite apparent such as air pollution in
urban areas. Others are more subtle such as
climatic change induced by COl increases in
the upper atmosphere. There can be substantial effects on other uses of the affected
environmental resources (air, water, wildlife,
land, climate, etc.). Significant environmental
and economic disruption can occur locally
(e.g. due to oil spills or the siting of a power
pla nt), regionally (e.g. effects of acid rain on
tourism in Central Ontario), or nationally
and globally (e.g. COl' acid precipitation,
climatic change).
In turn, climate and environmental conditions affect the availability and accessibility
of energy sources. Hydro-power, the water
cycle and forest biomass are mutually interdependent. The environment is a major concern in exploiting northern and off-shore oil

and gas resources.
The environment and, in particular, climate also affect energy demand. For example, a one degree fall in average annual
temperature for locations in southern Canada
will produce a 10% increase in space heating
energy demand.
The close, two-way relationship between
energy and the envi ronment makes it im perative that environmental capabilities and factors be given full consideration from the start
in selecting and developing energy sources
and technologies.
POTENTIAL OF ALTERNATIVE
ENERGY RESOVRCES
The full energy potential of Canada's renewable energy resources has begun to receive
attention only recently. In several cases,
associated technologies are new or unproven
in the Canadian context, and estimates of
their potential are only tentative. However,
one can make several general statements
concerning the availability of renewable
resources to meet Canadian energy needs.
Renewable resources are a practical alternative to oil and other conventional energy
sources and they can playa significant role in
an oil substitution program. Renewable
energy resources such as forest biomass,
hydropower, solar radiation and wind could
meet most future transportation, heat, and
electricity needs in both urban centers and
less populated regions of the country. As
with any resource, the amount of energy
available depends on the price, the efficiency
of the technology, and the time required for
development. Give n concerted priority
through R&D funding, tax and other financial incentives, and the removal of major
7

ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL ENERGY THAT COULD REASONABLY BE EXPECTED
FROM RENEWABLE RESOURCES AND ENERGY CONSERVATION BY THE YEAR 2000

ENERGY SOURCE

Solar Radiation:
passive solar
domestic hot water
indoprocess heat
space heating

DATA SOURCE

National Research Council (NRC)
NRC
NRC
NRC

AMOUNT OF ENERGY PER YEAR
(bbls of oil equivalent x 105 ) *

29

(1)

15
3

(2)
(2)

2 (2)

Solar sub-total
NRC

3

(3 )

Dept. of Environment (DOE)

20

(4)

Tidal

DOE

24

(5)

Wave

DOE

Nominal

Ocean Gradients

DOE

Nil

Biomass (forest) to Methanol

DOE

180

Municipal Solid Wastes

DOE

7

Wind
Alternate Hydro (small scale, etc.)

Geothermal

NRC
Energy, Mines, and Resources (EMR)

Peat
Sub-total
Conventional hydropower

Total from renewable sources by 2000

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Nominal

0.5

(6)

283.5
353

(7)

636.5

Ref. NRC Presentation to the Special Commitlee, July 9,1980, p. 11 - 2% of National Energy Use - taken as 1470 x lOS bbls oil/year for the year 2000.
Ibid - assumed 10% of the potential quoted would be achieved by 2000.
Ref. NRC Presentation to the Speciat Commitlee. July 2, 1980, P 13 - Tabulation gives 20 PJ (petajoules) by 2000.
Best available estimate 01 alternate hydro potential is 180 million bbls oil/year" was assumed that aboul 10% 01 Ihis would be developed by 2000
This assumes that the oil would be used in a convenlional thermal generating plant to produce the same electricity available lrom tidal power
Private communication from Coat and Peat Resources Evaluation Branch, Energy, Research Laboratory, EMR
The 1980 National Energy Program says that hydro now contributes 24% of Canada's energy. This same ratio was assumed to apply in 2000.

*Note:
(a) The ligures used are indicative only and in many cases will require lurther analysis Actual availabilily obviously will depend on many lactors
(bi The basis 01 barrels 01 oil equivalenl has been used lor convenience 1/ should not be assumed that direct substitute lor oil is possible in every case

ENERGY CONSERVATION GOALS FO R 2000 *

- Space heating
-Industry
- Transportation

Total from conservation by 2000

AMOUNTOF ENERGY PERYEAR
(bbls of oil equivalent x 1()6)

221
180

43

444

*Source:
Private communication from Conservation and Renewable Energy BranCh, EMR.
Note:
Due 10 possible overlaps and mutual inlerrelationships (direct and indirect) between the use of renewable energy resources and the conservalion of energy. the above 2
sels of figures should not be added. The aclUallolaf of Ihe conlribulion is probably significantly less Ihan Ihe addition of Ihe 2 respecllVe conlribulions would indica/e.
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institutional barriers, it would not be unrealistic to see renewable energy resources,
excluding conventional hydropower, providing up to 20% of Canada's total annual energy
needs by the year 2000 (Ta ble I). If the potential for conventional hydropower is included,
the contribution of renewable energy resources could exceed one third of total energy
consumption by that time (taken as 1470 x
106 bbls oil / year).
The energy available from renewable
sources is widely dispersed geographically
(Table 2). Thus, unlike most non-renewable
energy resources, renewable sources of energy
can be developed in the the region of energy
demand. This has obvious implications in
equalizing opportunities available to all
regions of Canada to share in the economic
benefits that may be associated with energy
resource d evelopment. It also has implications related to the transportation or transmission of energy. Because of their dispersed
nature, renewable resources also offer considerable advantages as sources of energy for
the many small and isolated communities in
Canada which currently face very high energy
costs.
Supply cycle characteristics (Table 2) vary
greatly among renewable energy alternatives.
Solar energy fluctuates daily, seasonally
(radiation for the worst winter month can be
1/6 of that for the best summer month) and
according to local climate and weather, but
within generally known limits. Wind energy
also has considerable daily and short term
fluctuations, but is generally less variable than
direct solar energy on a longer term basis.
Energy production from other renewable
resources is less variable than are solar and
wind sources . Problems of supply fluctuations can be mitigated through the use of
energy storage systems and by drawing on
various mixes of energy supply alternatives
which in aggregate, smooth out energy supply
over time.
Alternate energy sources and technologies
have widely varying environmental implicationS', ranging from mainly beneficial or
benign, to substantially damaging. Limitations can be in terms of (i) location (in regard
to environmental sensitivity or other uses of
the environment), (ii) scale, or (iii) rate of
energy production or use. Limitations can
occur in the form of regulations, decisions by
environmental assessment panels, societal
resistance or high costs.

SOLAR RADIATION
Despite its northern location, Canada possesses an abundant supply of solar energy.
The annual amount of solar radiation
received is approximately 6000 times the
annual Canadian consumption of all forms
of energy. Figure 1 shows that the southern
sections of Canada up to the latitude of55°N,
which are also the most populated, have the
highest potential for solar energy utilization .
Useful application of solar energy also may

be possible in the far northern sections ofthe
country during the long period of daylight
experienced in the spring and summer
months. The distribution of solar energy can
partially offset the less convenient geographical location of some other sources of energy
relative to their major Canadian markets.
Canadian energy sources with potential are
located in more northern areas (e.g. hydropower, oil and gas) or in the east or west
(coal, hydropower), hence requiring long distance energy transmission and transportation
systems.
The development of solar energy has a
number of constraints. The diffuseness ofthe
resource necessitates large capture areas for
industrial or utility exploitation. For example, a 1000 Mw solar electric power plant
could require a collector area equivalent to a
square with sides 8 km long. Also, the solar
radiation received fluctuates greatly between
summer and winter. For cities, even in southern parts of the country, the worst month
may receive only one-sixth of the solar radiation of the best summer month. Thus, the
seasonal fluctuation of solar radiation received is completely out of phase with the
demand cycle for space heat.
It is clear that, for Canada at least, the key
to fully harnessing this vast natural flow of
energy is efficient storage - storage to bridge
seasonal gaps and to overcome the handicap
of its diffuse nature.
Close to one-third of energy consumed in
Canada is used for low temperature heat
needs such as domestic and industrial space
heating, and domestic hot water. Solar
energy, with storage for backup, is particularly suited to meet geographically dispersed,
low quality heat requirements of this nature.
Already, solar radiation, through passive
solar gain, is providing about 12% of Canadian residential space heating needs without
any conscious exploitation.
One recent study reports that direct solar
energy could provide from 3 to 8% of total
U.S. energy consumption (assuming this to
be 100 quads) by the year 2000. Although
such estimates are rarely voiced for Canada*
it is interesting to note that solar radiation
received over the most heavily populated part
of the U.S. (eastern U.S.) is within 25% ofthe
solar radiation received over the southern
part of Canada where demand for space
heating is also concentrated. This comparison
is based on the amount of solar radiation
received on a horizontal surface inclined from
the horizontal at an angle approximately
*We note that the presentation by the National
Research Council to the Committee on July 9,
1980 suggested the following approximate solar
energy potentials could eventually be realized
under appropriate conditions (percentages based
on total national energy consumption): passive
solar -an additional 2% by the year 2000; domestic
hot water - potential impact I Y2 %; industrial process heat - potential impact up to 10%; space
heating (active solar) - potential impact 2%.

equal to the local latitude. (Regional climatic
conditions are the primary influencing factor.) Ignoring the effect of climate, an inclined
solar collector located in Winnipeg can
receive, over a one year period, about the
same radiation as an inclined collector in
Florida. However, the effect of latitude on
solar radiation received increases rapidly as
one moves northward from Winnipeg into
the northern Territories. Thus, the potential
contribution of solar energy for Canada is
not substantially different from that available
for the U.S.
Longer term records (more than 30 years)
of solar radiation exist for only a few major
Canadian centres . There are now over 100
locations in Canada for which at least 10
years of data exist. Although these data are
based on radiation hitting a horizontal surface, steps have been taken to derive data for
various inclined surfaces and with various
azimuths for most of these locations. Radiation data compiled on this basis will facilitate
the effective design of both passive and active
solar energy systems for any geographic and
climatic situation across the country.
In response to the need for more appropriate solar energy data, Environment
Canada is developing existing and new solar
radiation data files, and is conducting solar
spectrum and site specific solar studies. This
program will lead to a more accurate picture
of the solar energy potential in various locations across the country. It will also provide
design parameters essential for solar technology and applications design.
Clearly, Canadian climatic and energy
demand characteristics pose major problems.
However, the most significant problem, at
least initially, is one of attitude. Improved
understanding of a relatively unique Canadian situation vis-A-vis this somewhat novel
but potentially large energy source will do
much to bridge this attitudinal gap.
Technology is the key to solar energy
transformation and application, at an acceptable price. The Canadian energy demand and
solar radiation patterns, and the country's
extremes of climate and geography, are sufficiently unique that total reliance on foreign
technological transplants would significantly
retard the development of this potential. Particular R&D emphasis should be given to
solar energy storage, both short and long
term, and to energy back-up systems, as well
as to climatically appropriate building design
which taps the full potential of passive solar
heating and red uces extremes in space heating
demands. Through appropriate incentives in
these areas. Canadian industry could build a
significant comparative advantage in a very
promising growth industry.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
OF USING SOLAR ENERGY
The use of solar energy reduces the demand
for fossil fuels and, hence, leads to the conservation of such non-renewable energy
9
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RESOURCE

Solar radialion

GEOGRAPHIC (LOCATIONS
OF GREATEST POTENTIAL)
AND SUPPLY CYCLE
CHARACTERISTICS

Geographic:
Across southern Canada, up to
55 0 N latitude
Supply Cycle:
Regular daily and seasonal
fluctuations (radiation for worst
winter month can be % of that
for best summer month).

STATE OF TECHNOLOGY

MAJOR END USE
APPLICATION VIS A VIS
MARKET (MATCHING
SUPPLY TO DEMAND)

ESTIMATES OF ENERGY
POTENTIAL (BARRELS OF
OIL EQUIVALENT;
ANNUAL BASIS)

Relatively new in Canadian
context.

Space and water heating
(active and passive):

NRC (1980) esti mates'

Passive solar building design,
materials durability, and
storage (short and long term)
are important areas for R&D
emphasis in a Canadian
context

Geographic match is good

Fluctuations affected by local
climate and weather (clo ud
cover, etc.) and by air pollution

Supply cyc le match is poor
(highest demand is in winter
when rad iation is least)
therefore storage or backup
is required.
Electnc Power
(photovoltaic)
As above

Passive solar: 2% of lola I
nalional energy consumplion
(TNEC) by 2000 (additional to
12% current
Domestic hot water potential
impact 1'12 of TNEC.
Industrial process heat:
potential impact of 10% of
TNEC.
Space heating potential impact
of 2% of TNEC.

Wind

Geographic:
East coast. Gulf of St Lawrence,
Hudson Bay and S W Alberta
Numerous local pockets of high
potential across the country
Supply Cycle:
Energy generally available on
year round basis with much
less seasonal fluctuation than
for solar.
Short term fluctuations (daily,
weekly) can be substantial

Relatively new in a Canadian
context (except for windmills

Electric Power'
Good potential for coastal
regions and for smaller
pockets.

Especially attractive for
off-grid communities but
storage or backup is
essential.

300 million barrels (60,000
MWh) potential (optimistic
scenario by Templin of NRC).
3,3 million barrels (20 x
10 15 Joules) for the year
2000 (NRC projection,
1980).

sources and to the reduction of their accompanying negative effects.
Environmental impacts vary su bstantially
among the various solar options. These
impacts fall into two categories: (i) land use
requirements, which could compete with
other uses of land, especially near urba n areas
and (ii) emissions associated with the mining
and production of the materials required to
manufacture solar equipment.
The passive solar energy option is the most
benign from an environmenta I point of view
since special materials requirements or land
use implications are relatively minor, if significant at all.
Community-based (decentralized) solar
collection could affect land use patterns.
Proper orientation of buildings for solar
energy purposes could increase the cost of
houses in the community. For example, services for providing utilities might have to
cover greater distances, or the land developer
might not be able to achieve maximum utilization of his land (fewer lots per acre). Utilization of solar energy could also influence
residential and commercial architectural
styles and require changes in building codes.
Multi-unit structures would present fewer

problems of this nature. Solar space heating
using seasonal hot water storage appears
economically feasible for such structures at
the present time.
Land use requirements for a large scale
solar thermal or photovoltaic generation
plant would be substantial, and likely to be
prohibitive close to urban areas. However,
the spatial requirements are probably comparable to those required by conventional
fuel options when their total fuel cycle
requirements for extraction (e.g. surface coal
mining), processing, transportation, combustion or conversion plant and waste disposal,
over an equivalent life cycle period are considered. In addition, the solar energy option
would, in most cases, be less disruptive to
land use and could offer some opportunity
for multiple use of the land (e.g. underground
developments).
The environmental impacts resulting from
production of materials for solar equipment
on a large scale could be substantial when
cumulated. While the additional impacts
arising from producing, for example, copper
for solar panels may be a small portion of the
total impacts associated with the copper
industry, they are significant when compared

to impacts arising from conventional heating
systems. For example, the production of
copper, aluminum and steel for a solar hea ting system would emit much more particulates and sulphur oxides than would the
annual operation of a domestic oil or gas
heating system with equivalent energy output, and somewhat more than the annual
emissions produced by a coal-fired generating
station in providing the same energy output
for electric space heating.
However, it is important to note that the
solar heating system causes pollution only
during the mining, processing and production
phases of the material for the equipment, but
not during its operating life. In comparison.
the operation of a conventional system produces pollution not just at the combustion or
conversion stage but throughout its fuel cycle.
and on a continuous basis throughout its life
cycle. I n addition, recycling of materials after
the useful life cycle would be much more
feasible for solar equipment than for conventional plants. Material recycling would substantially reduce energy input requirements
and pollution for succeeding life cycles .
As with other power generation options,
centralized solar thermal power generation

ANNUAL MEAN DAILY SOLAR RADIATION
(MEGAJOULES PER SQUARE METRE)
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1

would require water and would produce
waste heat. This problem does not occur in
the case of solar photovoltaic plants.
WIND
It is convenient to consider wind generation
of electrical power in th ree categories:
I) Small and medium Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) of rated power 1-100
kw for individual households or farms and
small isolated communities;
2) Wind farms of 10-100 WECS, total installed capacity typically 100 Mw, probably
on land, but possibly offshore.
Small and medium WECS could make a
contribution to national energy requirements
provided agreements could be reached between electricity supply agencies and machine
owners. The U.S. Dept. of Energy anticipates
approximately 10% of their wind power coming from such machines by 2000. Many areas
of Canada would be suitable for installation
of such machines if the economics relative to
other energy supply options were favourable
(say approximately 5 cents / kwh for a 6 metres / second annual average windspeed at hub
height). Jf a substantial contribution to

national energy requirements is to come from
wind power, however, it will most likely be
based on clusters and farms of large WECS.
The limitations to wind power will be primarily those imposed by economics, and in
particular, the economics of integrating a
variable wind power component into a fixed
electrical network.
Although the total wind power potential
in Canada is very large, it is highly variable
across the country (see figure 2). The annual
amount of wind energy potential available
has been estimated. optimistically, as 60.000
Mwh, which is close to the current total
installed electric power generation capacity
in Canada (77,600 Mw in 1979). Preliminary
surveys suggest the Atlantic Seaboard including the Gulf of St. Lawrence. the region
around Hudson Bay, and SW Alberta as
areas of high wind energy potential. Coastal
sites (including coastal hills) are most suitable
for single machines or small clusters, while
large wind farms may be viable in southern
Alberta and Saskatchewan, and even in the
Great Lakes region.
The Department is currently conducting
more detailed national and regional wind
resource mapping, and is developing tech-

niques for the evaluation of specific turbine
sites. We anticipate no difficulty in finding
meteorologically suitable sites for the 3200
Mw of wind power that NRC suggests could
be installed by the year 2000.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
OF USING WIND
Wind energy is generally considered to be
environmentally benign as a source of electric
power. There are neither water requirements
nor direct air, land. water or thermal pollution impacts.
For a large scale centralized wind power
development, however, land requirements
would be substantial. Nevertheless, they
would be comparable to more conventional
power generation options if the total fuel
cycle land requirements of these options were
considered. Furthermore, wind turbine arrays lend themselves to mUltiple use opportunities such as agriculture. which would
effectively reduce the land requirements.
Also. since Canada's areas of high wind
potential are generally removed from high
population densities. the chance of land use
conflict at the generation site would be
reduced. But the accompanying transmission

ANNUAL AVERAGE WIND ENERGY DENSITY
AT 50m ALTITUDE
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corridors over long distances would have to
be considered (as with transmission from
large scale hydro power developments, or gas
or oil pipelines from frontier locations).
The visual impact of large numbers oflarge
wind turbines (with typical heights of up to
150m) on coastal hill sites could be substantial. (One is attractive, one hundred are an
eyesore!). The British Central Electricity
Generating Board regard this as a major
obstacle to siting wind turbines along the
west coast of the United Kingdom, but the
eastern seaboard of Canada is longer and not
so heavily used for recreational purposes.
Both visual and land use concerns could be
mitigated through locating wind farms well
off-shore.
Local interference to TV reception and
some noise problems (infrasound) have been
caused by two of the American Department
of Energy turbines. The television interference is very local (1-2 km area around the
turbine) as are most of the noise problems.
Cattle graze contentedly near the base of the
630 kw wind turbines at Nibe, Denmark,
where one hears only a gentle "swish, swish"
within a few hundred metres of the machine.
Bird strikes are a potential ecological

impact, primarily in relation to night migration, but studies in Batelle-Columbus, Ohio.
suggest that most birds and insects will avoid
the turbine. However, the hazard is likely to
increase with increases in height and clustering of turbines. Installation on known key
migration corridors of birds and insects
should be avoided.
Ice, or even blade
shedding is a hazard which needs to be considered in the safety aspects of turbine
operation.
The environmental impacts of producing
material requirements for a large scale wind
energy program could be substantial. but not
likely as great as for an equivalent solar program. Materials impacts also would be much
less than impacts associated with more conventional power generation options when the
pollution from their total operational life
cycle is considered. Wind components, as
with solar, should lend themselves to recycling which would further reduce the material impacts.
TIDAL POWER
Figure 3 shows those locations around the
globe which offer potential for tidal power.
For Canada, there are 3 locations: The Bay

of Fundy, Ungava Bay and the B.C. coast.
Changes in energy economics have increased Canadian interest in the potential of
tidal power, particularly in the Bay of Fundy.
The latest reassessment study conclusively
demonstrates the fundamental economic
feasibility of developing the energy of the
Fundy tides. and the technical and economical feasibility of its integration into the
projected generation supply systems of the
Maritimes Provinces. The economic tidal
potential of the Bay of Fundy is estimated to
be 16 x 106Mwh. However, development of
tidal power in Ungava Bay and on the British
Columbia coast are not considered feasible
because they are either too distant from major
load centres or too expensive relative to other
generations options available for the foreseeable future .
During the past two to three decades there
have been a number of technological innovations in turbogenerating units, in marine
construction and in the mathematical understanding of tidal cycle variations. It is now
clear that major technological problems
formerly associated with large-scale tidal
power developments have been resolved.
Canadian development in the area will pro-

LOCATION OF POTENTIAL TIDAL POWER SITES
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vide good opportuOltles for the export of
both Canadian expertise and equipment to
assist in the exploitation of this resource on a
global basis.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
OF llSING TIDAL POWER
The exploitation of tidal energy, given the
nature and scale of the work involved, will
necessarily give rise to social and environmental impacts requiring appraisal on a
broad scale. Although tidal energy may be
pollution free in that it does not add pollutants either to the atmosphere or to the water,
it will cause ecological changes in its tidal
basin and, to some degree, may also affect
the tidal regime on the sea side of the development. For instance, the changes in suspended sediment patterns from the existing
regi me may affect marine organisms.
Changes may also occur in the system of
currents, for example around the southwest
coast of Nova Scotia. There could be changes
in upwelling of cold water from the bottom
which would, in turn, affect nutrients in the
water and thereby affect fish stocks. The
extent of this effect would, of course, depend
on the magnitude of the tidal development.
Some ofthedetrimental effects on ecosystems
attributable to river hydro plants would be
applicable also to tidal power plants. The
location of important habitat for seabirds
and for fish species would have to be considered before the choice for the site were
decided.
WAVE ENERGY
There is only a limited commercial potential
in Canada for wave energy. However, the
Department may undertake testing of a private wave generator in the near future .
The environmental impact of wave energy
is ex pee ted to be minimal but no research has
been done on it. Shore based installations
which, for example, convert electricity to
hydrogen could have some impact. Nearshore wave action, or suppression of it, could
change mixing and water temperature thereby affecting habitat for wildlife. Also environmental impacts could be produced by
shore-based installations directly converting
wave action into electricity.
THERMAL AND SALINITY
GRADIENTS
Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC)
requires the existence of a large temperature
difference between near surface and deeper
waters. In Canada, where the vertical temperature gradients oflakes and coastal waters
is generally less than ID°C, the development
of OTEC is not practical with present technology. Currently, no power-producing
OTEC plants exist which could provide data
under actual conditions of the environmental
effects of harnessing this potential. Predictions indicate that the impact of individual
plants will be modest. However, the envir-

onmental effects of large-scale operations
could be significant. Potentially significant
effects may arise from the very great flows of
water required and include releases of toxic
chemicals during accidents, some entrainment of marine organisms in the heat exchangers, upwelling of deep nutrient rich
ocean water, and releases of substantial
amounts of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.
The application of salinity gradients for
energy conversion is currently not considered
to have commercial potential in Canada
although technological advances by the year
2050 could allow large scale, commercially
viable development. Environmental impacts
would be serious since sources of power from
salinity gradients would be concentrated in
the mouths of such large rivers such as the St.
Lawrence, the Fraser and the Mackenzie.
The effects on estuary ecosystems could be
severe. Also, fresh water requirements for the
power plant to provide the necessary salinity
gradient would be substantial.
ROLE OF RENEWABLE SOllRCES

OF ENERGY

With the exception of hydroelectricity, which
already provides one quarter of our energy
needs, Canada's diverse renewable energy
resources are still largely unutilized. There is
enough solar, wind, tidal, forest-biomass and
hydro energy available in Canada to meet
one third of the energy needs of our industrial
society by the year 2000.
Our analysis shows that solar energy has
an appreciable potential in southern Canada
where popUlation and industry is concentrated. Wind energy can be harvested along
the east and west coasts, the Gulf ofSt. Lawrence, Hudson Bay and SW Alberta. Alternate sources of hydro (e.g. low-head, small
scale), yet to be harnessed, are available
throughout Canada. The off-shore regions of
the east and west coast have been recognized
to have potential in tidal and wind power.
Biomass from the forests of the coastal B.c.,
southern Ontario and Quebec has an important potential for energy generation, either
by direct combustion or by conversion to
liquid fuels.
In many cases, the technology is already
available in Canada or can be imported and
adapted to Canadian conditions. In other
cases, such as the use of salinity gradients in
large rivers (e.g. St. Lawrence, Fraser and
Mackenzie), technology is expected to be
available only by the year 2050.
Many of these renewa ble sources of energy
have already been put to use and their practicality has been demonstrated. Most of them
are either environmentally benign or their
significant environmental impacts can be
mitigated through improved technological
design and resource management practices.
In the face of declining reserves of finite
resources and demonstrable environmental
problems flowing from fossil fuels, renewable

resources appear very attractive. Furthermore, a greater utilization of Canada's renewable resources will provide economic
benefits nationally, regionally and locally.
It should be recognized that some of these
renewable energy sources are only appropriate for certain applications in Canada.
The use of solar power for space heating,
especially through the more systematic use of
passive solar gain, and for hot water in residences and commercial buildings, or the use
of wind power in our more sparselypopulated areas seem practical. The transformation of forest-biomass to liquid fuels is
also attractive particularly for transportation
fuel.
While the most effective use of renewable
energy will be to meet new energy needs in
the industrial, transportation and residential
sectors, it would be prudent to build new
plants and facilities from the outset with
renewable energy in mind. For instance
buildings should be oriented to take maximum advantage of the sun. Sites uniquely
appropriate for wind power plants should
not be allowed to be used in ways that preclude later development. In general, new
plants should either start on a renewable
energy base or at least be able to change to
renewable sources with a minimum of alteration or equipment replacement. Renewable
energy should therefore figure prominently
in industrial, economic and energy strategies
at national and regional levels.
The justification for the development and
use of renewable energy sources necessarily
involves the consideration of costs and benefits in a broader context than is conventionally used in considering fossil fuels. Such
factors as security of supply, environmental
effects, capital costs, social impacts and net
energy factors, among others, should be
taken into account when evaluating and
comparing the potential role of renewable
sources with the conventional. [f these same
factors were considered for all energy sources,
the advantages of renewable energy sources
over non-renewables are likely to be much
more apparent than is shown by the present
accounting system.
PLANNING MllST BEGIN NOW
Evaluation of various energy options should
take into consideration such factors as sustained availability of resources in Canada,
capital and energy inputs, environmental
impacts and the use of the energy produced.
An analysis based on these factors would
show the benefits to be gained through the
use of renewable sources of energy. We
should also focus on managing the future
demand for energy and encourage energyefficient technologies and energy conservation. Renewable resources, including conventional hydro, have a potential to contribute
nearly one-third of the anticipated demand
for energy by the year 2000. But planning
must begin now if we wish to attain that goal.
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BORNE
METEOROLOGIQlJE
par Don L. Gary et Yolande Stroobants
lfniversite Nicholls de I'etat de Louisiane
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Je erois qu'un mot du rcda cteur frant;;ai s
semble tout appropr ie co mme introduction it
cet article. Lors de I'introduction de la scction
frant;;aise dans la revu e Chinook , les membres
de I'equipe Chinook croyaient que I'o n pourrait rejoindn: Ics francophones en pro ve na nce
du Quebec et peut-t tre meme ccux des autrcs
pro vi nces canadienncs. Apres un peu plus
d'un an d'cxistence, IIOS attentes ont e((!
comblees et me me depassccs co mme Ie
prouve I'art icle sui van t. Sans plus tarder je
vous laisse a la lecture de ce t a rti cle mais
avant de vo us quitter je vo udrais vous poser
celie question: ou pen se7.-vous qu e cette
plaque (photo I) est situee"
Cette plaque hi storiq ue commcmomnt Ie
passage de I'ouragan devas tat eur de 1856 se
trou vc sur la rue du Moulin asucre, a Houma
dans Ie sud-est de la Louis iane. eet ouragan
d'une force inattendue a cc late sur I'fle cotier'e
de ['I sle Derniere* Le 10 aOlll (erronement la
plaque indique ' Ie 10 juin') , l'oeil de la
temp ete, en prove nance du no rd, cst passl':1
I'oucst du centre de villcgiature es ti va le de
l'Isle Der niere: les vents violent, o nt so ulev e
Ie ni veau des eaux du go lfe du Mex iquc qui
ont deva ste II leur tour aux enviro ns d'une
ving taine de ca mps d'etc, ca usant la mort de
la moitie des 45 0 personm's i so h~e s sur l"ile.
Par la s uite, Ics vents de plus de 85 kilom etres
a I'heure et les plui es intenses associccs it la
tempete changerent de cap, vers Ie nord , en
direction de Baton Rouge, mais pas avant
d'avoir fait chav irer au endommage de nom·
*Ainsi nommec originalement parce que
loca le me nt ce tt e lie etait la derniere fie barriere it I'oues t de I'embo uchure du Mississ ipi.
Aujourd'hui Ie nom es t ' Isles Dernieres' parce
que les tempctcs ont fragmente l'lle originale.
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breux bateaux en mer. Le nombre de morts
en mer. quoique non confirme. etait probablement egal if celui de l'lsle Derniere.
Aprcs cc desastre les facilites recreatives de
l'lsle Derniere n'ont jamais ete reconstruites.
Dans ce numero de Chinook. on y a decrit
des phenomenes meteorologiqucs de nature
violente tels que les cyclones intenses. les
ouragans et les tornades. Si on y regarde de
plus pres ces trois mots sont utilisees pour y
dccrin.: une masse d'air en rotation. Pour
expliquer ccla. iI faut vous donner un bref
aper~u de la dassification des phenomenes
meteorologiqucs selon leur echelle de grandeurs
l.e5 processus thcrmod ynamiques et dynamiqucs qui rcgis scn t Ie comportement de
I'atmosphere sont tres complexes et conscqucmmcnt difficiles it analyser. Dans Ie but
de simplifier leur analyse, on etudie et classitie
les phenomenes selon leur ec helle d'etendue
hori70ntale ou verticalc ainsi que leur temps
de vie.
Par exemple.un spec ialiste de la dispersion
atm osp herique de la pollution de I'air. cherc hant it connaitre les caracteristiques de la
turbulence atmospherique it un site donne .
mesurcra les variations tridimensionnelles du
vent it chaque seconde pour indentifier des
nuctuations de longueu r caracteristique de I
a 10 cm. Dans Ie cas de la prevision meteorologique a moyen terme (24 if 48 hres), Ie
meteorologiste etudiera les phenomenes
meteorologiques d'echelle synoptique (2001000 km) tcls que les depressions. les creu x
barometriqucs. les anticyclones ect
Ces
systemes meteorologiques etant d'une telle
echelle. ils so nt s uscept ible d'et re dete ctes par
les rcscaux d'obse rvations meteorologiques
en surface et en a ltitude existants. Par la
suite. Ie deplacement et Ie dc vc loppement de
ces systcmes pourront etre prevus avec une
precision acceptable par des modeles numeriques de I'atmosphere faisant appel it des
ordinateurs puissants.
Les trois photos ci-jointes. vous montrent
des exemples de phenomenes meteorologiques d'echelks de grandeur differentcs. Sur
la photo 2. on vo it un cyclone (500-1000 km)
qui a atteint son developpement maximal
avec son onde frontale occlusc. Ces cyclones
se retrouvent generalement aux latitudes
moyennes a ffectant les regions a climat
tempere. Photo 3: I'ouragan Debb y (100-200
km) que I'on aper~o it avec sa forme caracteristique en spirale. Ccs ouragans se developpent au-dcssus des mers chaudes des tropiques d'ou il s puisent leur energie. li s se
situ ent gcncralement dan s la bande de ve nt s
d'est localisee de 5 a 15 degrees de lattitudes
de part et d'autre de J'equateur. Les tornades
(photo 4) son t faciJement identitiahlcs par
leur entonnoir nuageux qui peut mesurer de
quelques metres it y, kilometre . Elles peu ve nt
parcourir de quelques metres a plusieurs
kilometres. Elles sc retrou vent associecs aux
orages violents ou bien meme it I'interieur
d'ouragan s.
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THE NIAGARA RIVER
ICE BOOM
An example of international co-operation in attempting to minimize
Lake Erie shoreline property damage and hydro-electric power losses.
The 1981-1982 severe winter season illustrates some ofthe difficulties of
managing ice flows.

Although some reduction in hydropower
generation from the Niagara River is experienced each year due to ice problems, it is
estimated that the average annual savings to
the existing hydropower facilities resulting
from the use of an ice boom at the mouth of
the river, are approximately 414,000 megawatt-hours of hydroelectric energy.
During the 1981-82 ice season the loss of
hydroelectric power generation due to ice
was approximately 113,000 megawatt-hours.
This is about 3 Y2 times greater than the previous year and approximately 20 percent
higher than the average loss experienced over
the past 7 years.
It would require the consumption of
185,000 barrels of oil or 49,000 tons of coal to
produce an equivalent amount of power. The
113,000 megawatt-hours of hydropower
would be enough to supply the 24,000 residents ofthe Town of Fort Erie, Ontario for 8
months or the 53,000 residents of Hamburg,
NY, for 3Y2 months.
The ice boom accelerates the formation of
the natural ice arch that forms near the head
of the Niagara River every winter, and stabilizes the arch once it has formed. It reduces
the severity of ice runs from Lake Erie into
the Niagara River, and thereby lessens the
probability oflarge-scale ice blockages in the
river which can cause reductions in hydropower generation and flooding of shoreline
property along the Niagara River. In addition, it reduces ice damage to docks and
other shore structures.
Once the ice arch is formed, it bears the
pressure of upstream ice. Subsequent storms
may overcome the stability of the arch and
force large masses of ice against the boom.
The boom was designed so that when this
18
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occurs, it submerges and allows the ice to
override it until the pressure is relieved. Once
the storm subsides, the boom resurfaces and
restrains ice which otherwise would flow
downriver. In the winter season this facilitates
stabilization of the broken ice cover during
the refreezing process. In the spring it minimizes the severity of ice runs by preventing
the loose ice floes in the lake from adding to
the ice accumulation in the river.
Figure I shows a plan view ofthe ice boom.
When in position, the 2,700-metre (8,000foot) boom spans the outlet of Lake Erie. It
consists of 22 spans, each with a series of 13
floating timbers, anchored to the bed of the
rIver.
Problems began when a severe storm
occurred on 10-11 January 1982 causing
heavy ice runs out of the lake before the ice
was consolidated behind the boom and
before the natural ice arch had formed. The
snow from this storm caused snow-slush ice
to form over the lake surface which affected
the quality of the ice for the remainder of the
winter. This storm produced a large buildup
of ice in the Chippawa-Grass Island Pool
and also in the Maid-of-the-Mist Pool. It was
necessary to reduce diversions of water to the
Niagara River powerhouses and the Power
Entities' ice breakers were in continuous use.
Another storm struck on 16-17 January
causing the water level at Fort Erie to rise 1.8
metres (6 feet), however, the ice cover at the
boom remained intact and no ice was discharged into the river. River ice was produced
each day adding to the stoppage in front of
the Robert Moses Power Plant Intakes and
keeping the Canadian Niagara fore bay
plugged with ice. This condition persisted

from 10 January through 18 February when
the ice jam at the Robert Moses Power Plant
I ntakes was cleared. Canadian Niagara was
only able to generate power intermittently
throughout the winter season.
There were no significant changes in ice
conditions during the rest of February and
the first three weeks of March when the ice in
the western basin of Lake Erie started to
dissipate.
On Saturday and Sunday, 3 and 4 April
1982, a severe storm with winds up to 84
kilometres (52 miles) per hour passed over
the lake causing a massive run of ice into the
Niagara River estimated to be 50 square
kilometres (20 square miles) during the twoday storm. The storm caused the water level
at Fort Erie to rise 1.8 metres (6 feet), producing flows in excess of 8,500 cu.m / s
(300,000 cfs), the peak flow being 10,100
cu. m/ s (357,000 cfs). The ice completely filled
the Tonawanda Channel and the excess was
forced down the Chippawa Channel. By
dawn on Sunday, 4 April, the ChippawaGrass Island Pool and the Maid-of-the-Mist
Pool were jammed with ice. Diversions to the
Moses Plant were reduced by 50 percent and
the Canadian Niagara Plant was inoperable.
The water level in the Chippawa-Grass Island
Pool reached an elevation of 172 metres
which is 0.8 metre (2.5 feet) above normal.
With all 18 gates in the Control Structure
open, the flow over the Falls was 4,860
cu.m/s (171,700 cfs). Considerable flooding
occurred in the Town of Wheatfield, and to
the east side of Grand Island, and to Cayuga
Island, NY. In Ontario, the Niagara Parkway
was flooded under the Peace Bridge. There
was flooding along the tributary streams and
in particular along Black Creek. The Weiland

IAGARA
RIVER
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Opposite page, top. Ice damage to a dock on
Cayuga Island, New York following the 3-4 April
1982 storm. Bottom, view of ice entering the Niagara River on 10 May 1982. This page, the changes
in the area of ice in Lake Erie during March-May
1982.

River was over its banks west of the city of
Weiland. The wind-driven ice caused considerable damage to docks along the Niagara
River as shown in Figure 2. Serious dock
damage was caused at Isle View Park and in
the Tonawanda Channel in Tonawanda, NY.
The seawall at Fort Erie was damaged in

three places. Two spans of the ice hoom were
broken during the storm and were not
repaired for the remainder of the ice season.
Portions of the boom resurfaced near sundown on Sunday, 4 April, when the winds
began to subside and a combination of this
action and the massive ice groundings on the
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FIGURE 5

View of ships in the Lake Erie ice field off Port Col borne, Ontario on Apri122, 1982,

reef at the lake exit cut off the ice flow .
Although the boom acted as a deterrent to
ice discharge into the river it still allowed
some 50 square kilometres (20 square miles)
of ice to pass down the river during the twoday storm.
Although substantial damage occurred
along the river, little damage was noted on
the Lake Erie Shoreline. The presence of the
ice cover dampened wave action, thus reducing shoreline erosion.
Following the storm , a cold front moved
into the area and produced subfreezing air
temperatures for five consecutive days. This
period temporarily stopped the melting of
the ice cover and caused a considerable
amount of thin ice to form. An evaluation of
ice conditions on 8 April showed that ice
coverage of the lake had increased to 10,600
square kilometres (4,080 square miles), an
increase of about 25 percent.
A warming trend began on 9 April with air
temperatures reaching 27.2 degrees Celsius
(81 degrees Fahrenheit) on 16 April. By 14
April, the ice field had reduced to 2,460
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square kilometres (950 square miles), all in
the eastern basin. Although winds were from
the west and southwest and two spans of the
boom were open, very little ice entered the
river.
After examining ice conditions in the
Niagara River, consideration of the 5-day
weather forecast, det er mining the quality of
ice remaining on the lake, and the lateness of
the season, all boom spans were opened and
removed by 2 May.
Ice discharged into the river in varying
amounts (Figure 3) during the 3-week period
from boom opening to end of the ice season
causing problems at the power plant intakes.
Figure 4 indicates the estimated ice CO\'erage
on Lake Erie for six different days during the
period 9 March through 12 May 1982.
The navigation season at Port Colborne,
Ontario, was opened by the vessel "Algobay."
The upbound ship transited the Weiland
Canal on 5 April 1982, II days later than the
first ship the previous year. Navigation at
Port Col borne was hampered by two problems with the ice. One was its quality, which

was a slush ice; icebreakers would open a
path for a ship and the ice would immediately
close the channel behind it. The other problem was ice entering Lock NO.8 at Port
Col borne, making it necess ary to keep clearing the lock. As a result of this problem the
SI. Lawrence Seaway Authorily installed an
air curtain immediately upstream in April.
which assisted in keeping some of the ice out.
On 23 April, there were 14 ships waiting
off Port Colborne to enter the canal. as
shown in the photograph, Figure 5. There
were also approximately the samc number of
ships off Port Weller in the open water of
Lake Ontario waiting to enter the canal. This
situation continued until early May when
four icebreakers, two Canadian and two from
the United States, assisted them in entering
the canal and Buffalo Harbor.
Since 1965 when the first boom span was
opened, the ice boom has functioned as
intended by minimizing power losses and
damage to shore property on the Niagara
River without measurable effects on navigation, recreation, a nd the environment.

CLIMATE CHANGE THE PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION
The beliefthat the climate is changing, and that man-made causes are to
some degree instrumental, is commonly held as an accepted scientific
view by urban and rural residents, men and women alike.

by Anne V. Whyte and Michael R. Harrison

Climatic chang<: is now a recognised environmental problem of global dimensions and
of international concern. Scientific interest in
the issue has escalated in recent years with an
observed increase in the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere of the order of
0.3 % per annum, and with models of atmospheric systems that predict an average surface temperature increase for the world of
1°C. within th e next SO years.
The social, economic and political repercussions that are expected to result are
considered sufficiently grave that majo r interdisciplinary and international scientific
programmes have been established and several international symposia have been held
specifically to discuss the impacts of climatic
change.
The issue of climatic change is characterised by high scientific uncertainty about
the causes, processes and impacts. The best
scientific statement that can be made at this
time has been prepared jointly by a group of
experts convened in November 1980 by the
Interna tional Council of Scientific Unions
(I CS U), the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (MWO).
Their statement is summarised as:
"Of t hefive /?iKat ons of carbon released to
the atmosphere each year as a result of the
consumption offossilfuels approximately
one-half remains in the atmosphere. The
other hall is partitioned hetween the ocean
and the hiomass. The details olthe partitionin/? are only partially understood bUl it is
helieved thatlhe ocean is a maior sink. while
the hiomass may serve as either a source or a
sink.

In any case. the increase in carbon dioxide
chan/?es Ihe almosphere's energ)' balance

resulT in/? in a temperaTUre rise aT The earTh's
surface and in Ihe lower lapel'S of Ihe atmosphere. Experiments carried OUI with /?Iobal
aTmospheric models stron/?I!' su/?/?est thaT the
carbon dioxide concentralions thaT miKhT be
reached ear~l' in the neXT century as a result of
the proiected consumption of fossil fuels
would increase global averaKe surlace temperature hy 1° C. or more. This temperature
change would he si/?nificantll' Kreater in high
latitudes of the northern hemisphere and
slight I)' less than the glohal average value in
the tropics. Continued /?rol1'th in fossil fuel
consumption. parTicularl\' by drawin/? upon
the earth's very large coal resources. could
produce still greater increases in carbon dioxide concentrations and climaTe chan/?es in the
future. The more vigorous the Krowth in
energy and fossil fuel use. the more accelerated this process would he.
Since it is the temperature difference between poles and equator that helps to drive
the weather SI'stems which influence temperature and rainfall patterns, it is probable that
re/?ional eCOSYSTems and hence agricultural
production and water supply wil/ be material/I' affected. Because ocean currents and
upwellin/?s. upon which fishin/? production
depend~, are largely wind-driven. protein
harvest from the sea could also be affeCTed.
Final(l'. si/?nijicant warmin/? in the Antarctic
could, during future centuries. result in the
disintegration of a parT of that glacier. raisin/?
/?Iobal sea level by several melers. However,
th ere is /?eneral agreement that such an
impact on sea level is not imminent ...
(ICSU, 1981)
Climate can be directly perceived by
human senses, unlike many other hazards
including acid rain and nuclear power. Unfortunately, what is able to be directly perceived - snowstorms, unusually hot or dry

periods - constitutes the noise in the climatic
system rather than the significant trends (such
as changes in the chemical composition or
physical properties of the atmosphere). The
information about climatic change that people receive directly as a result of their own
experience is therefore misleading. It focuss es
their attention on extreme weather events
such as floods and droughts, and persistent
periods, in which within-year events recur
consecutively.
Several aspects of the scientific perspective
on climatic change are likely to exert a profound influence on the way in which it is
perceived . The first is that, so far, scientific
discussion of the issue has emphasised the
high uncertainty surrounding any predictions
about whether the problem is a real one; how
soon it will affect us; how large the expected
changes will be; which areas of the world will
be affected most; and what impacts can be
anticipated. Perhaps the most influential
aspects of the scientific uncertainty for public
perception and concern has been the contradictory predictions about whether the world
temperature is getting warmer or colder.
Scientific discussion has also emphasised
the low probabilities of the most dramatic
and easily conceptualised impacts of climatic
change - the melting of the Polar Ice Caps
and subsequent flooding of coastal areas
(together with many major cities) or a new
Ice Age bringing colder winters to energyharassed cities and shorter growing seasons
to major food producing regions. People tend
to be generally insensitive to the differences
between low probabilities such as .001 and
.000 I; that is, they tend to ignore the differences or to exaggerate them.
The low probabilities and conflicting scenarios in the scientific literature have until
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recently been accompanied by time horizons
measured in centuries rather than decades. A
hazard which will not take effect until after
most people living today are dead, has less of
a chance of arousing their concern than an
immediate risk of a tornado or even a'lifetime' risk of cancer from asbestos. Two
changes have occurred in relation to climatic
change as a hazard. The consensus of scientific opinion now puts the time horizon for
significant impacts to be felt within 50 years
which is of the same order (20-40 years) as
the latency period of many carcinogens of
which people do show concern about the
risks.
The receptivity of the public towards an
appreciation of the risks of climatic change
has also been enhanced by a general increase
in concern about our present activities leading
to future risks for the next generations. This
growth in public sensitivity towards longer
term risks is documented in social surveys in
both Canada and the USA. In Canada,
awareness of the environmental damage
produced from burning fossil fuels through
acid rain has now reached 70% ofthe population (Gallup Report, October IS, 1980). The
stage seems set for climatic change becoming
a highlighted environmental issue in the public consensus.
Table I lists some of the main factors that
have been reported in the literature as influencing people's receptivity to recognising that
a problem exists. It can be seen that the
characteristics of climatic change fit almost
entirely with the factors tending to reduce
perception of risk.
Nevertheless, there is evidence from a pilot
survey of public perception, that today many
people are at least aware of climatic change,
and that media attention to the problem is
increasing. A recent comparison of environmental students' assessments of global environmenta l problems in September 1980 and
March 198 I shows an increase in the priority
given to climatic change which moved from
19th to 12th place in Table 2.
The pilot survey of public perception of
weather variability and climatic change. was
conducted in two areas of Southern Ontario;
one rural and one urban. These were matched
as closely as possible for climate and socioeconomic characteristics except for population density and farming activity. A third
small sample of snow plough operators tn
Metro Toronto were also interviewed.
The study has been developed because:
(3) there is a growing scientific and political
awareness and concern with climatic change
as an environmental process with profound
social and economic consequences, particularly in a northern country like Canada;
(b) climatic change can be regarded as an
environmental hazard. The study of these
hazards, which include meteorologically
caused phenomena such as snowstorms,
floods and tornadoes, has developed over the
last decade as the costs of these hazards on
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society has escalated.
IS THE CLIMATE IN CANADA
CHANGING?
When participants in the survey were asked if
the climate in Canada is changing, 66% of the
respondents answered 'yes' and only 21 % said
'no'. There were no strong relationships
between agreement that the climate was
changing and the social variables measured .
Sex was not significant and age was weakly
related, with older people more likely to say
yes. Rural dwellers were somewhat less likely
to agree than urbanites. To judge from the
two Ontario samples, awareness of climatic
change seems therefore to be a general phenomena and is not restricted to any particular
sector of the Canadian pUblic.
IN WHAT WAYS IS THE CLIMATE
CHANGING?
When asked the question "In what ways is
the climate in Canada changingT almost
twice as many responses refer to winter compared to summer weather. The winters are
generally seen as getting warmer with less
snow while the summers are regarded as getting cooler and shorter. These perceptions
are not in accord with the recent winters over
the last 10 years in Toronto prior to the survey
which were colder than average, but they
might reflect the even shorter time span of
the previous 12 months during which Toronto
experienced a cool wet summer and a mild
winter.
Some people referred specifically to trends,
with a common response that the climate was
less predictable now. Only two ofthose asked
couldn't suggest in what ways they thought
the climate was changing. Responses did not
vary significantly according to age or sex,
nor whether the person lived in the rural or
urban area. Perception of climate change is
most commonly expressed in terms of temperature changes (60% or responses) rather
than of variations in precipitation (16%).
WHAT IS THE CAliSE OF CLIMATE
CHANGE?
The two main groups of responses to this
question are specific references to man-made
causes (139 responses: nuclear tests, pollution
and space exploration) and general references
to trends, variability and global changes (98
responses). The impact of volcanic eruptions
on climate, although widely discussed in the
media following the eruption of M 1. St. Helen
in 1980, was mentioned by only 8 people.
Teleological explanations; that is, 'God's
Will', were offered by only 2 people, despite
the sample bias towards older people. Only
two people expressed the problem as largely
a perceived one of people now paying more
attention to the issue.
A second group of questions asked specifically whether people had heard about loss of
ozone, the 'green house effect' or an increase
in CO 2 , These processes of climatic change

have been mentioned frequently in Canadian
media.
More people have heard about loss of
ozone than about the increase in CO 2,
whether or not the latter is expressed as the
'greenhouse effect'. However, the number
believing that loss of ozone or an increase in
carbon dioxide are involved in climiate
change are about the same (approximately
33% of all respondents). These results suggest
that the publicity of a few years ago surrounding possible loss of ozone and the
involvement of freon from aerosol cans, etc.
has had somewhat more impact on the public's awareness than has the more recent
media attention to CO 2 , This may be partly
attributed to a more clearly derined cause
(aerosol cans) and/ or to a time lag between
media attention and widespread public
awareness. Some people, however, seem to
have heard of loss of ozone without understanding (or believing) in its role in climatic
change.
The data also show some interesting differences between men and women, and ruralurban residents. Reasons given for why the
climate is changing are more frequently
attributed to man-made causes in the urban
area. Similar urban-rural differences are seen
in the numbers who have heard about loss of
ozone or increase in carbon dioxide especially
when expressed as the 'greenhouse effect'. In
each case, the rural dwellers are more likely
to say that they have heard of the specific
change mentioned .
Urban-rural differences are stronger when
the question relates to belief that the process
(loss of ozone or increase in CO 2) is involved
in climatic change. Again, the rural dwellers
appear to be more convinced of the relationship between the physical process and the
phenomenon of climatic change.
Although no relationships are seen between age or length of residence and knowledge about processes involved in climatic
change, sex is a highly significant factor in
whether people have heard about the process.
In each case, men are more likely to say that
they have heard of the process but they are
not more likely to believe that it is related to
climatic change. Similar differences between
men and women are found for expressed
knowledge of other environmental hazards
in Canada and elsewhere.
Thus, a belief that the climate is changing
and that man-made causes are to some degree
instrumental, is commonly held by urban
and rural residents, and men and women
alike. In contrast, awareness of particular
processes of climatic change, is more likely to
be found in men and among rural dwellers.
Even so, people do not necessarily make the
connection between a process such as CO 2
increase and 'climatic change'.
MEDIA COVERAGE OF CLIMATIC
CHANGE
Although variations in weather can be direct-

FACTORS TENDING TO
INCREASE RISK AS
PERCEIVED

FACTORS TENDING
TO REDUCE RISKS AS
PERCEIVED

EXAMPLES

Immediate

Latent or delayed

Tornado - drought
Fire-asbestos

Direct

Indirect

Flood -drought
Bridge failureMercury in lakes

"Dread" hazards

Common hazards

Cancer - influenza

Large number of fatalities
per event

Small number of
fatalities per event

Air crash -auto crash
Avalanche -snowstorm

Fatalities grouped in
space and time

Fatalities scattered
or random in space/time

Mechanisms or process
not understood

Mechanism or process
understood

Uncontrollable

controllable

tnvoluntary

Voluntary

Food additives - smoking
Radioactive fallout-

Children at risk

Children not at risk

DDT in human mother's milk

Identifiable victims

Statistical victims

In-plant workersCancer from environmental
radiation

Lack of education

Education

Lack of belief in
authority of source of
information

Belief in authority of
source of information

Much media attention

Little media attention

PCB's - Liquid Natural Gas (LNG)
transport

Unfamiliar

Familiar

Nuclear accident -

Major acciderlt

No major accident

Thousand Mile Island Reactor
- Pickering Flixborough - Dow Plant at
Sarnia - Mississauga chlorine derailment
-Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) transport

TABLE 1

Private industryUniversity Scientists

FACTORS IN PUBLIC RI SK PERCEPTION

Iy perceived, longer term patterns on a scale
to produce climatic change cannot. At an
intermediate level, a run of recurrent extreme
years, can and are, perceived and noted by
people. [t is expected that, for the pUblic, the
concept of climatic change is largely derived
from articles and programmes in the mass
media.
To document the degree of media attention
to climatic change, a content analysis was
undertaken of leading Anglophone national
newspapers in Canada; USA and UK (The
Globe and Mail; New York Times and the

London Times).
The Globe and Mail, based in Toronto,

does not have an index. Articles in past issues
were retrieved through files held in the newspaper's own cuttings library. The files date
back to 1946 and all articles on file were
included in the analysis.
For the New York Times and London
Times, indices are available summarising
when articles appeared on different topics. A
simple count of articles per year was therefore
relatively easily achieved.
From our results, the 1970's are seen as a
time of dramatic increase in media attention
to climatic change compared to the 20 years
before. Within the [970's. a peak in the
number of articles on the issue of climatic

change appears around 1974-6 in three countries. 1n the UK, this peak in media coverage
coincided with the droughts in England of
the mid-70's.
Interest still runs high, especially in North
America and the period 1979-81 also witnessed another peak in media co\'erage. In
1979, the New York Times included considerable space devoted to the World Climate
Conference with few articles dealing specifically with climatic change. Five other articles
reported on the damage of increased use of
fossil fuels leading to an accumulation of
COl in the atmosphere, and to a possible
change in the global climate. Another article
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RANKING OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS
THE CHANGE IN STUDENT'S EVALUATIONS FROM SEPT. 1980 TO MARCH 1981

SEPTEMBER 1980

MARCH 1981

N=60

N=60

1. POPULATION GROWTH

POPULATION GROWTH
2. PUBLIC HEALTH

3 ENERGY

3. SOIL DEPLETION

4. WATER POLLUTION

4. NATURAL RESOURCE DEPLETION

5 NATURAL RESOURCE DEPLETION

5. ENERGY

6 PUBLIC HEALTH

6, DESERTIFICATION

7 WASTE DISPOSAL

7. PESTICIDES AND FERTILIZERS

8 AIR POLLUTION

8. WASTE DISPOSAL
'-

9 URBAN ENCROACHMENT ""
1 O. OZONE DEPLETION

9, DEFORESTATION
.......... 10. NUCLEAR ENERGY

""""

11. ACID PRECIPITATION

11. ACID PRECIPITATION

12. DEFORESTATION

12. CUMATIC CHANGE

13. SOIL DEPLETION

13, WATER POLLUTION

14, DESERTIFICATION

14, NEW CHEMICALS

15. ENDANGERED SPECIES

15. AIR POLLUTION

16. NEW CHEMICALS
17 NATURAL DISASTERS
18. PESTICIDES AND FERTILIZERS

"""""-

16 ENDANGERED SPECIES

"

"",-

17 OZONE DEPLETION

~ ""

19 CLIMATIC CHANGE / '
20. FOOD ADDITIVES

discussed other man-made causes of climatic
change including synthetic fuels and the
impact of aerosol spray cans on the atmospheric zone.
By contrast. in the 1950's, articles were less
focussed on the causes of climatic change
(particularly the man-made ones) and were
more descriptive of the evidence for the
changes occurring. For example, in 1952,
three articles in the New York Times reported
on new evidence that the climate was warming, one suggested that temperatures were
levelling off. and one discussed data indicating that Antarctica formerly enjoyed a
warmer climate.
Media concern with weather modification
is less than it used to be in the 1950's and
1960's, In Canada, the peak of interest
occurred in 1965-66. This was the time of
several American attempts at cloud-seeding.
In the New York Times for 1965, 18 articles
were written on cloud-seeding; 5 of them
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dealing with attempts to weaken or divert
hurricanes and 13 described other experiments to increase rainfall in drought stricken
areas in the mid-west. Only one article discussed the possible impacts of weather modification. A similar concern with cloudseeding experiments dominates the large
number of articles (27) in 1950 in the New
York Times,
Thus, it appears that significant evolution
has occurred in the focus of newspaper articles on climate in North America in the last
30 years. At the beginning of the period,
reports concerned observations that the global climate may be warming. By the 1960's,
attention was focussed on American cloud
seeding experiments to deliberately change
local weather. Through the 1970's, concern
has again moved to climatic change but this
time not so much as a hypothesis but as an
accepted scientific view, and with more discussion of its possible causes, particularly the

18 NATURAL DISASTERS

"

la URBAN ENCROACHMENT
20. FOOD ADDITIVES

man-made causes.
At the outset of the study, it was not clear
whether the public was sufficiently aware of
climatic change that a conventional social
survey approach could be used, One of the
purposes ofthe perception survey was to test
this. The results indicate that awareness of
climatic change is widespread among the
Canadian public and that further study could
be made to find out how far the public are
concerned about the problem and how much
of it they understand. The current work on
impacts of climatic change and weather variability may indicate ways in which public
awareness and understanding may be increased.

(The complete report. of which this article is
an excerpt. is availahle Fom Dr, Anne V.
Whyte, Institute of' Environmental Studies,
Universit) , of Torol11O, Ol11ario. M5 S I A 4,
Ed.)

NEWS AND NOTES
Continuedfrom page 3
and hours of sunshine in northcentral British
Columbia and the driest June in 20 years was
reported in areas of Alberta and Saskatchewan.
6. By contrast, in the east June was the
wettest since the 1960's and the coldest ever in
some locations. Overall , southern Ontario
experienced its coldest summer, based on
temperatures averaged over June, July and
August, since 1929. Toronto's highest temperature in the summer was 30°C, the lowest
maximum value in a century.
7. The Holland Marsh vegetable growing
area of southern Ontario was hit by a severe
ha ilstorm on June 22. The estimated loss to
vegetable crops was about $2 to $3 million.
8. On July I a severe thunderstorm
dumped 63.5 millimetres of rain in less than
one hour on Lethbridge, Alberta, causing
several million dollars worth of damage to
crops in the area.
9. July brought near normal temperatures
to all of southern Canada although there
were no real heat waves. July provided the
best vacation weather in eastern Canada.
August was again cooler than average over
most of the country.
10. On August 14, baseball-sized hail
caused $10 million damage to vehicles, buildings and crops in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. On the Great Lakes, marine accidents
claimed the lives of 4 Ontarians when an
intense line squall struck small boats on
August 28 .
II . Some of the earliest widespread frosts
in several decades occurred in the eastern
agricultural areas of the Prairie Provinces on
the morning of August 27 and in southern
Ontario and Quebec on the morning of
August 29. Damage to cereal crops in the
west and tobacco crops in the east was extensive and losses totalled several million
dollars.
12. The generally wet cool weather had a
positive effect on forest fires, keeping them to
a minimum in eastern Canada, Manitoba
and Saskatchewan. However, major fires did
occur in Alberta, British Columbia and the
territories. Overall, total forest area burned
in 1982 was well below that of the previous
two years.
13. Despite localized losses due to severe
or unusual weather, Canadian production of
major grains and oilseeds increased eight
percent over 1981 - which had been a record
year. The Ontario fruit yield was up 21 percent over 1981 while in the Maritimes,
tobacco crop sales were the highest ever and
apple harvest was above average.
14. Unseasonably mild weather covered
eastern Canada in early December, causing
tree buds to swell. Record high temperatures
were recorded at many localities including

Hamilton where the mercury soared to
22.5°C!

Highest temperature 30.5°C, Boston Bar,
B.C., July 27
Lowest temperature - 58.5°C, Ross River,
Yukon, January 4 & 5
Warmest month July, 23.7°C, Pelee Island,
Ontario
Coldest month January, -41.9°C, Ogilvie
River, Yukon
Wet/est mon!h October, Hartley Bay, B.C.
827.8 mm.
Heavies! snowfall in I month January, Glacier National Park, Mt. Fidelity, B.c.,
389.2 cm.
Sunniest month May, Alert, N. W.T., 464.1
hours.

SCIENTISTS MONITOR ARCTIC HAZE
Department of Environment (DOE) atmospheric scientists have made some startling
discoveries about the state of the air in the
Arctic. During three years of sampling air at
three northern stations, Mould Bay, Igloolik
and Alert, scientists discovered a seasonal
arctic air pollution which forms a haze over
most of the Arctic north of 60 degrees latitude. The pollution has its source in the
U.S.S.R., Europe and to a lesser extent,
North America.
Arctic haze is caused by suspended particles which scatter light and reduce visibility
horizontally, from 300 kilometres to 30
kilometres and to a height of severa I thousand
metres above the ground. Particle levels in
the haze are 20 to 40 times higher in winter
than in summer.
The suspended particles consist of contaminants from coal and oil burning industrial areas and smelters in the mid-latitudes
(30 to 60 degrees north). The particles are
picked up by prevailing winds and deposited
in the Arctic air mass. In fall and winter, the
prevailing winds carry particles from the
Soviet Union into the Arctic air mass. Late
winter and early spring, particles are carried
to the Arctic in prevailing winds blowing
over western Europe, and to a lesser extent in
North American wind systems.
North American airborne pollution is
generated mainly in the eastern part of the
continent and is generally blown out over the
Atlantic Ocean. U.S .S.R. pollution sources
are either upwind or within the Arctic airmass
and have a direct effect on the arctic atmosphere. European pollution enters the Arctic
by travelling northward over Scandinavia or
the U.S.S.R.
The most obvious effect of arctic haze is
the extreme reduction in visibility during the
most serious pollution periods. Arctic haze

particles are acidic, but the levels of acidity
are at least ten times lower than those of acid
rain in eastern Canada. In most polar areas,
the acidic particles are effectively buffered by
the Arctic's acid neutralizing soils.
Scientists are concerned that arctic haze
will have a warming effect on arctic climate.
The magnitude of such an increase is unknown at present but a slight warming effect
in March, April and May is expected. More
detailed impact assessments are currently
under way.
Samples of suspended particles are collected weekly by the DOE network on filters
mounted on high power vacuum lines. Major
ions, trace elements, pollen and the darkness
of the particle deposits on the filters are then
measured . Particle light scattering is recorded
every ten minutes and averaged on an hourly,
daily and weekly basis.
Sulphates comprise 30% of the total aerosol mass. Other components of arctic haze
are soot, organic compounds, wind blown
dust and sea salt. Man-made pollutants
compose about 80% of the haze in winter and
spring.
It is thought that precipitation plays an
im portant role in reducing the pollution levels
in the haze by removing the particles from
the atmosphere. Results have shown an
inverse relationship exists between the existence of arctic cloud cover (an indicator of
precipitation) and sulphate concentrations.
The DOE 3-station air-monitoring network is part of an international research
program in the Arctic including scientists
from Norway, Denmark, Iceland, the United
States and the U.K.
It is expected that the exact cause of arctic
haze will be more clearly defined by 1984
when Canada plays host to the Third International Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry.

... Another theory suggests that this low pressure
region acts in conjunction with the wrath of the
gods.
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A VISIT WITH
WEATHER CONSULTANTS OF CANADA
by Scott Sommerville
During the past decade Canada has witnessed the development of several new private
companies which provide meteorological
services. One of the earliest such firms is
Weather Consultants of Canada which dates
back twenty-seven years to 1956. Chinook
interviewed the president, Morris Kestin,
who operates his one-man company out of
his fashionable townhouse located in the central core of Toronto. Since the inception of
the company, its business has been specialized
short term and long range weather forecasting for just about every conceivable type of
client.
Morris Kestin established his credentials
before founding the company. He graduated
in physics and geology from the University of
Toronto, then joined the Canadian Meteorological Service (now the Atmospheric Environment Service), completed his M.A.
degree, and was posted to Gander. At the end
of three years in Newfoundland he fled to the
warmer climate of the University of California at Los Angeles to engage in post graduate
work and teaching. Following a two year
stint there he returned to Toronto to start
Weather Consultants.
Although it is only a one-man operation,
his firm has grown to provide many types of
weather services. A number of clients are
furnished with forecasts tailored to their specific needs on a regular basis each day. These
customers are also assured of receiving updates to the forecasts if the weather changes
from what is expected. Some companies are
concerned with the fine details of such elements as temperature, wind, cloud , sunshine
and precipitation amount, and receive micrometeorological forecasts. Others receive a
special alert when a certain weather type is
threatening, for example, snow alerts, alerts
of thunderstorms, heavy rain or whatever
type of warning the client may desire. If, for
instance, a snowstorm is imminent, Weather
Consultants warns its snow removal clients
and reports to them with details of when the
storm will strike, what type of precipitation is
expected (snow, freezing rain etc), how much
and when the storm is expected to end.
Throughout the storm, Weather Consultants
maintains a weather watch, monitoring the
storm's progress and changes, and reports
anything significant to the client.
Another service for which the company is
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well known, is its long range forecast. This is
presented in a glossy pamphlet format which
is published twelve times a year, and summarizes the forecast for the next month in
various regions of Canada by means of
temperature and precipitation pictographs
and maps. It includes climatic summaries of
these elements for selected Canadian cities,
as well as extended weather outlooks for the
following two months. Among the clients
who subscribe to this long range forecast,
Weather Consultants includes oil drilling
companies, public utilities, beverage firms
and department stores. Even a store located
in Toronto's exclusive Yorkville district which
is in the business of selling bras, however,
Morris Kestin didn't explain what this client's
reaction would be ifhis forecast was a "bust".
Weather Consultants claims that its long
range forecast is in the ballpark about
seventy-five percent of the time. The company's clients must agree since there is an
eighty percent renewal rate. Some customers
have been regulars for as long as fifteen years.
Another facet of Weather Consultants'
services is the provision of climatic advice
and statistics. The company engages in extensive work with the film industry since they
have a great demand for weather information. For instance, a film company may need
a comprehensive briefing before going on
location because certain types of weather are
necessary in order to shoot certain scenes.
Companies filming television commercials
are a good example. Such a company may
require the special circumstances of a snowy
landscape matched with a Quebec style
background for a mid-April shooting date.
Other customers relying on advice from
Weather Consultants include construction
companies and trucking firms. As Kestin says
"there are few things which aren't weather
dependant".
Because Weather Consultants has essentially been a one-man operation, it has
allowed Kestin to locate within a major
client's business from time to time. For five
years he was at radio station CKEY in
Toronto where he delivered his weather forecasts over the airwaves. He can now be heard
on CKFM. At another time he was at a
commodity house where he was not only a
consultant but also had a broker's licence.
Much of his work there was concerned with

weather sensitive commodities, for example
he could gain substantial profits for clients
trading in oranges if he made a correct forecast of a hard winter freeze in Florida.
As always with an eye on the future, Morris
Kestin expects to hire meteorologists to tap
the expanding market of weather consulting
in Canada.

NEW PRODUCTS

ENGINEERED ICE MELTING
SYSTEMS
Boats, piers and even entire marinas can now
be protected from ice crushing pressures.
In the Air-Aqua Ice Melting System, as
engineered and supplied by Hinde Manufacturing to match your individual conditions,
laws of nature do the work.
The operating pTinciple is that of an aeration "water-lift". Air is pumped through
specially-processed valved tubing into the
warmer water which lies on the lake or stream
bottom . Rising slowly in a flow of tiny bubbles, the air takes with it a narrow wall of
warm water which keeps ice melted even in
sub-zero weather.
By controlling the flow of water through
its gentle rise, the Air-Aqua system prevents
heat-wasting turbulence. Warmer water is
"metered" so it lasts as long as it's needed .
Boats and docks stay in a barrier of open
water, protected from the expansion and
contraction of ice.
Hinde Manufacturing, 260 Burlington
Street East, Hamilton, Ontario L8L 4H4,

PROFESSIONAL AND
BUSIlSESS DIRECTORY

WEATHER CONSULTANTS OF CANADA COMPANY LIMITED

65 Marlborough Ave.,
Toronto, Ont. M5R 1X5
Tel. (416) 968-7981

Associations

MORRIS KESTIN

METEOROLOGY STUDY UNIT. Tropical philately (weather
and climate on stamps). Peter Robinson, Secretary MSU, 70
Pleasant St. , Dedham, MA 02026 USA.
CANADIAN METEOROLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, Suite 805, 151 Slater, Ottawa, Ont. KIP 5H3.
(613) 237-3392.

PRESIDENT

Weathe r Fo recasts for Mark eting - Advertising . Radio, T eleV ISion, Film, Pub l ications
Research studies _ Consultants /0 weather sens/{/ve IfId!ISrneS, ilVI<1(IO/), lI(illrles. Jfld f)lUfII C,pCll!tles

Environment

Services
FMC QUEBEC. English to French translation by profess ional
meteorologists. Box 1304, Cap Rouge, P.Q. GOA I KO.

CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC CANADA CORP. Consultant and
Instrumentation . 10429 87 Ave., Edmonton, A Ita . T6E 2P4. (403)
439-2771.

Consultants

Instruments
Meteorological, Solar
Industrial and Laboratory Instruments
1338 P - 36 Ave. N.E.
Calgary, Alberta

T2E 6T6

William A. Murray
President

AIRFLOW DEVELOPMENTS (CANADA) LIMITED

Datalogger sales and leases
Air quality monitoring/Dispersion modelling
CLIMATOLOGICAL CONSULTING CORPORATION. Box
9306, Asheville, NC 28815. (704) 298-4237.

1281 Matheson Blvd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, L4W 1R1
(416) 624-2133 Telex 06-960332

.

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

envirocon

~ ~~

Environmental Research and Engineering Consultants
300-475 West Georgia Street,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6B 4M9
(604) 687-7588
Telex: 04-53476

•
•
•
•

Air Management Planning
Meteorological Surveys
Climatological Assessments
Ambient Air Quality
Monitoring

•
•
•
•

Dispersion Modelling
Source Testing
Licensing Guidance
Supplementary Control
Systems

offices also located in:
• Calgary. Toronto. Montreal. Halifax. Seattle.

FORENSIC
METEOROLOGY

.

A complete range of Instruments and systems to meet all
your land based requirements .
• Temperature and Humidity recorders, sen sors, indicators,
transmitters
• Thermometers, maximum and minimum (to A.E,S
specifications)
• Wind recorders and transmiHers
• Solar radiation and duration instruments
• Rain gauges, transmitters and recorders
• Preclpltallon and evaporation recorders
• Barographs and preCISion barometers

I:

g~~~~:~I:~:~~~~:::,tl~~~troliers and IndicatorS.

P.O. Box 20, Sin. "U", Toronlo. Onl. M8Z 5M4 (416) 231·5335

GEOTEST INSTRUMENT CORP., Ice and Snow Testing
Instruments. Catalogue available. P.O, Box 551, Wheeling, IL
60090 (312) 459-0710. Telex 206175.
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Sales - Service

INSTRUMENTS
weath e r Measure

WALTER F. ZELTMANN

-

Le upold & stevens
Mun r o

INTERNATIONAL WEATHER CORPORATION
719 BAY RIDGE AVE
BROOKLYN . N. Y 11220

12121 748 ·8066

METEOROLOGICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING
LTD .. 850 Magnetic Dr.. Downsview. Ont. M3J 2C4. (416) 661-5960
Telex 065-24747. (See p. 6)

-

-

Gurley

Case l la

Frede rick Goertz Ltd.
1328 Wes t Pender Street
V 6 ~ 2W3
Vancouver, B.C.

505-1, 1110 Sheppard Ave . E.
Willowdal e , Ontario M2K 2W2

684-5.3 77
Telex 04-508765

222-8167
Te l ex 06- 966575

M.Le. COMPANY. Acid Rain Collectors, Data Acquisition
Systems , Mini-sondes. 37 Maple Ave ., Thornhill, Ont. L3T 3S8
(416) 889-6653.

HOUSE PLANT PROBLEMS SOLVED!

YOUR HOUSE PLANTS NEED NO WATERING
FOR UP TO 10 WEEKS
IN THE PLANT HOUSE TERRARIUM
FOLDS
EASILY

I.

/

The Planthouse Terrarium is a brilliant new idea based
on proven scientific principles, and is so easy to use.
Completely enclosed with its own base, no water-spillage
is possible. It can therefore be placed anywhere, on
carpet or table top. Easily re-packed for storage when not
in use. Be ready for holidays and that first hot dry spell.
Send today and show your plants you care. Makes a
lovely present for green-fingered friends too .

• Keeps plants moist for up to 10 weeks.
• Helps weak plants to recover and thrive.
• Speeds growth of seeds, cuttings, bulbs.
• Protects plants from insects, dust, disease.
• Strong and leakproof in special lighttransmitting plastic.

$13.95

size 2 1/4 feet in diameter by 2 feet high

$18.95

OR

Size 2 2/3 feet in diameter by 2 7/12 feet high.

Solves all these problems for
indoor gardeners

Just pull the cord to open
or close the Terrarium

VISA and MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

rhe Plant house Self-Help Cycle
During daylight plants absorb carbon dioxide (C02) and
give oH oxygen. At night the Terrarium, the proceSs is
reversed. Inside the Terrarium, the atmosphere becomes
warm and humid, an ideal environment for plants. Water
is given oH and returned to the soil continuously, so
that no attention is required for weeks on end.
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PLANTHOUSE UNLIMITED

c/o Weather Enterprises, P.O . Box 427, Brampton, Onto L6V 2L4
Please rush _ _ Regular (2') PLANTHOUSE(S) @ $13.95 + $1.00 Shipping
_ _ Medium (2'7") PLANTHOUSE(S) @ $18.95 + $1 .00 Shipping
(ant. residents add 7% sales tax)
o Master Card
CHARGE IT
0 ChargexlVisa
Acct. No. _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ Exp. date_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Enclosed is $ _ _ __ __ _ _
Signature
Name _________________________________ __
Address _______ ___ __ ________ _ __

Apt ._ __ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prov._ _ _ ___ Postal Code _________
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ACID RAIN

WOODSTOCK
TORNADO

PERCY SALTZMAN'S
STORY

OFFSHORE DRILLING

CO 2 CRISIS

GREAT STORMS
OF 1913

You can't get enough
of a good thing .....
r---- - - - ------------- ------ --SUBSCRIPTION ORDER

Please enter my subscription to
Some back issues of Chinook are no longer
available and are now collectors' items (Vol. 1, nos.
1 & 2; Vol. 3, no. 1), but you can still obtain copies of
the remaining issues at the original price of $1.50
each.

for

0

one year

CH~ NOOK

( 4 issues) $ 7.50

Rates outside Canada and U.S . 1 yr. $9 .00

Name ______________________________________________
please print

Not a collector? Then do your friends a favour and
pass your copies along to them. You'll give them
some good reading and you may help creqte a
subscription for us.

Add r~$~~----------------------------------------___

__________________________________ Enclosed is $,_____
Poslal Code

Mail to CHINOOK, P.O. Box 427, Brampton, Ont. L6V 2L4.
This is a 0 NEW order;
a 0 subscription RENEWAL

L----------__________________
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WHEN YOU REALLY
NEEDTO KNOW
THE WEATHER
Enercorp's complete line of meteorological instruments and calibration seNices provide the answer. We not only have sensors
and transmitters but also compatible recorders, indicators and controllers to tailor a system to your applications.
OJr instruments measure, transmit or record temperature. relative humidily, dew point, barometric pressure, wind speed and
direction, solar energy, intensity a nd duration, ra in. precipitation and evaporation. Maximum. minimum a nd ord inary g loss
thermometers calibrc::ted in our lobs to ,AES (Atmospheric Environment Service) specifications 'are being used in meteorological
stations across Canada.
Service to most types of rneteo!ologicol equipment with certification against traceable standards. is readily performed in our
calibration and repair laborotories. Our fechnicians hove over 30years of meteorological instrument experience. Enercorp is a
supplier to AES, provincial governments. universities CJnd industrial customers ranging from oil refineries to aerospace firm s.

FOR SERVICE TO YOUR PRESENT EQUIPMENT OR NEW INSTRUMENTATION, CALL US FOR
PROMPT ACTION AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES.

~~~I:!C()I:!V in~lrUm(?nl~ ltd

P.O: Box 20, Stn. "U", Toronto, Ont. Maz 5M4 (416) 231-5335

